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ABSTRACT
Introduction: 18F-FDG imaging of overweight and obese
patients is often challenging due to higher scattering and
attenuation. Degradation of positron emission tomography
(PET) image quality as the body weight increases is best
overcome by using the quadratic dose protocol. Previously
the implementation of this protocol on a Bismuth
Germanium Oxide (BGO) scintillation crystal-based PET/CT
system at Institut Kanser Negara (IKN), Malaysia practices
using the linear dose protocol (Tmin=2.5 minutes). Hence,
this study aims to optimize the Tmin of the quadratic dose
protocol for 18F-FDG PET/CT. 

Materials and Methods: This study was conducted based on
the guideline published by the European Association of
Nuclear Medicine (EANM) version 2.0 FDG-PET/CT and
conducted in two phases. Firstly, 100 whole-body scan 18F-
FDG PET/CT images were selected for the average
coefficient of variation (COV) analysis in the liver region.
Second, a NEMA 2012/IEC2008 phantom was used to obtain
the relationship between the COVphantom and the scanning
time. Finally, the images acquired using the two Tmin were
quantitatively compared using contrast recovery coefficient
(QH), signal to noise ratio (SNR), and visibility (VH).
Independent t-test between each image quality parameter
performed with p-value <0.05 considered significant.      

Results: The average COV of the liver was 17.7%. Currently,
this value was clinically accepted to produce appropriate
image quality at IKN. Interpolation at COV=17.7% gave a Tmin
value of 2.9 minutes. Comparisons show that the two Tmin
yielded equivalent PET/CT image quality (p-value of
QH=0.774, SNR=0.780 and VH=0.915). 

Conclusion: The optimal Tmin defined in this study was 2.9
minutes, 27.6% shorter than the Tmin previously defined
based on COV=15%. Despite the higher average COV, the
shorter Tmin beneficial in the lower total 18F-FDG activity
administered, reduce the internal dose to the patient while
producing equivalent image quality.
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INTRODUCTION
Degradation of positron emission tomography (PET) image
quality is associated with the increment of the body weights
of patients. This is due to the high scattering and attenuation
events.1,2 Several methods were suggested to overcome such
problems, for instance, longer scanning time,1,3,4 time-of-flight
(TOF),5 increasing Fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) dose6 and
depth of interaction (DOI) method.7,8 For the 18F-FDG dose,
three dose protocols are currently practice in many PET
imaging centres. The protocols are linear, constant, and
quadratic dose protocols. The disadvantage of the linear and
constant dose protocols was that the image quality degraded
as the body mass increased. In a previous research, a
comparison of the linear dose protocol and the quadratic
dose protocol in obese patients turned out that the quadratic
dose protocol produced constant image quality in obese
patients.6

Currently, Institut Kanser Negara Malaysia (IKN) is
implementing a linear dosing protocol for the whole-body
scan (WBS) 18F-FDG imaging. Based on the previous findings
presented by other researchers, the implementation of this
dosing protocol caused poor image quality for overweight
and obese patients.6 Hence, an attempt in implementing
quadratic dose protocol at IKN institution using NEMA
2012/IEC 2008 phantom was previously performed.9

However, implementation of the respective protocol based on
the recommendation by the European Association of Nuclear
Medicine (EANM) resulted in a longer scanning time
compared to the current linear dose protocol practices in our
institution.9 3.8 minutes minimal scan time (Tmin) was
previously obtained in our study compared to the current
clinical practice of 2.5 minutes scanning time. In accordance
with that, optimization of the quadratic dose protocol for the
WBS 18F-FDG was the main aim of this study. The
optimization was performed based on the evaluation of the
coefficient of variation (COV) value measured on the WBS 18F-
FDG images. The COV value is considered appropriate for the
optimal image quality because it is currently accepted by the
physicians at the IKN. This study provides information
valuable for optimal WBS 18F-FDG imaging that is likely
allows optimal image quality for overweight and obese
patients.   
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study design
This was a retrospective study. The inclusion criteria included
the patients who underwent WBS 18F-FDG PET/CT from July to
August 2019 at IKN. The exclusion criteria set was patients
with cancer in the liver area. In this study, the background
value was calculated in the liver due to the homogeneous
tissue distribution in this area.10 Nevertheless, for the cases of
cancerous liver, the presence of cancer cells in the liver causes
the uptake of the 18F-FDG in the respective region to be higher
and thus invalid for the normal background analysis. The
WBS images of the patients were collected from the report
retrieved from the picture archiving and communication
system (PACS system) at IKN. All images were acquired using
a PET Discovery ST scanner equipped 8 slice CT- scanner, 36
detector rings PET scanner. The detector of this scanner is a
Bismuth Germanium Oxide (BGO) scintillation crystal.

Definition of optimal Tmin for quadratic dose protocol WBS 18F-FDG 
This study was conducted in two phases. In the first phase,
100 WBS 18F-FDG images were used for the analysis of the
COV of the patient, COVpatient. To describe the prevalence of
obese patients who underwent 18F-FDG PET/CT, with a
tolerable error of ±5% in the patients’ population of 18F-FDG
PET/CT from the Nuclear Medicine Department, IKN with 170
patients, the sample size calculation was based on the results
obtained by National Health and Morbidity Survey (NHMS)
2019, the current prevalence of obesity among Malaysian
adults was 19.7%.11 The statistically acceptable sample size
was estimated to be 100 with a 10% dropout consideration.
COV=15% is currently recommended by the EANM guideline
as a reference value. However, this is somehow arbitrary.12

Since we are considering the accepted image analysis and
diagnosis of our institution population, the average value of
the COVpatient was used to derive the Tmin. Other than that, at
IKN, the prescribed activity to the patient is 5 MBq/kg while
EANM outlines a different formulation.13 Therefore, some
modification in the definition of Tmin is necessary to fit with
the current protocol practices in our institution. During the
calculation, the most uniform region in the image, which is
the liver was considered for the analysis.10 Three rectangular
shapes volume of interest (VOIs), covering the maximum
area of the liver were drawn on the axial, coronal, and
sagittal view of the liver region by using the PMOD software
Version 3.7 (Figure 1). The COV was determined by the ratio
between the SD with the mean value of the VOIs (Equation
1).14 The SD was representing as the standard deviation of the
VOIs while the mean represented the mean of the pixel
value. 

[1]

Based on the EANM recommendation, the Tmin of the
quadratic dose protocol should be defined by interpolation of
the COV against the scanning time curve at COV=15%.15

However, in this study, the definition was performed based on
the average COV measured on the reconstructed images of
patients at our institution. Hence, in the second phase of the
experiment, we defined the relationship between the
COVphantom and the scanning time to define the Tmin. For this
purpose, NEMA 2012/IEC 2008 image quality phantom was
repeatedly scanned using six scanning times, 1, 3, 5, 7, 10,
and 15 minutes. The background compartment of the

phantom was considered for the COV calculation due to its
homogenous character. Following that, five 30 x 30 x 30 mm
VOIs were drawn at the background area as shown in Figure
1(b). 

EANM guidelines version 1.0 for FDG-PET tumour imaging
adhered to the PET/CT image reconstruction.16 The image
reconstruction corrected for the geometrical response,
detector efficiency, system dead time, random coincidences,
scatter, and attenuation. The images were reconstructed
using the 3D-OSEM (ordered subset expectation
maximization) algorithm in the iterative method. Two
iterations and 21 subsets with the standard Gaussian post-
filters with a 6.0 mm full-width half-maximum (FWHM) were
used. Analysis was performed using PMOD software Version
3.7.

Estimation of 18F-FDG dose activity administered
Interpolation of the COVphantom against the scanning time at
the COVpatient gave the Tmin value for this imaging protocol.
Substitution of this Tmin value into Equation 2 resulted in
patient-specific activity 18F-FDG for the specific body weight of
a patient. The respective equation is described in Equation 2,
where A is the product of 18F-FDG activity to be administered
(in MBq), t is (in seconds) the scanning time per bed position
based on the clinical setting, wref is the reference body weight,
Aref is the reference FDG activity.15 For the comparison, we
considered both COV=15% and COV=17.7% in the
calculation. 

[2]

The COV=17.7% used in this study was derived based on the
average COV measured on the liver region of the patient
reconstructed images at our department. These images were
currently resulted in accepted image quality for diagnosis by
the physician at IKN. Hence, adoption of this value in the
Tmin definition will result in optimal scanning time for our
imaging protocol. In addition, the different COV values
defined in our institution contributed by the 5 MBq/kg
prescribed activity protocol practiced in IKN. 

Based on the recommendation by EANM Research Ltd.
(EARL), wref = 75 kg and Aref = 300 MBq 16, thus can be
simplified to Equation 3.

[3]

Verification of optimal Tmin image quality 
To verify the image quality obtained by using the Tmin

defined in this study, a NEMA 2012/IEC2008 phantom was
repeated scanned using the respective Tmins and EANM
recommended Tmin. Based on a previous study, the COV=15%
suggested Tmin=3.8 minutes for the WBS PET/CT imaging.9

This 15% COV which was recommended by EANM was
regarded as the reference and standard value in this study.15,16

Meanwhile, in the current study, COV=17.7% which was
considered as the minimum and clinically acceptable COV
suggested Tmin=2.9 minutes. Quantification of the images
obtained using the two Tmins was performed to quantitatively
compared the two. The images were quantified using the
following parameters:

COV =             ×100SD
Mean

A.t =            . Aref .Tmin  
w 2

Wref
2

A=0.053.w2 . Tmin

t
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i. Contrast recovery coefficient (QH)

[4]

Where MS and MB were the mean count of the sphere and
background respectively, and R was the tumor background
ratio.7

ii. Signal to noise ratio (SNR)

[5]

Where TS was the total number of counts in spheres while TB
was the total number of counts in the background. SDB was
the standard deviation in the background.17

iii. Visibility (VH)   

[6]

Where the MS and MB were the mean number of counts in
spheres and background while Nvoxels was the number of
voxels in the spheres.18

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences version 26 (SPSS
Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was used to perform data analysis.
Parametric analysis, independent t-test was applied to
determine differences between each image quality variable
and Tmin. A p-value of <0.05 was considered statistically
significant. 

RESULTS
Figure 2 shows the COVpatient measured at the liver of the
patient on the reconstructed images. For the 100 samples
analyzed, the COVpatient ranged from 14% to 34%. Out of 100,
only eight samples were recorded with COV>24%. 92% (92
samples from 100) of the samples were reported with COV in
the ranges of 14% to 22%. The average COV was 17.7% (Σ
COVpatient / 100 samples).   

In Figure 3(a), the data for COVphantom against the scanning
time was presented. The data were fitted with a power-law
function, and the relationship between the two was presented
by COV= 28.884 t-0.457. At COV equal to 17.7%, the calculated
Tmin was 2.9 minutes. A similar value should be obtained if
Tmin = 17.7% is substituted into the fitted power-law function.

Referring to Figure 3(a), the power-law fitting parameters
were a=28.884 and b=-0.457. Hence, by using the fitted
equation y= 28.884x-0.457 the calculated value of the Tmin equal
to 2.9 minutes. Meanwhile, at COV=15% as recommended by
EANM, the Tmin was 4.19 minutes.  

Figure 3(b) shows the empirical 18F-FDG activities that were
estimated to be administered to the patient based on the
specific body weight of the patients. The data presented here
were compared for COV=15% and COV=17.7% protocols. For
the ranges of body weights assumed, a consistent increment
of 23% 18F-FDG activity was noted between COV=17.7% and
COV=15% protocol. COV=15% consistently gave higher 18F-
FDG activity compares to the COV=17.7%.

Figure 4 shows the analysis of the quality for the resulting
images that were performed using Tmin derived at
COV=17.7% and COV=15%, resulted from Tmin=2.9 minutes
in the current study and Tmin=3.8 minutes as reported in a
previous study.9 For the three parameters analyzed, a small
percentage difference was observed between the two Tmins. A
maximum deviation of 7.3% was reported in the QH of
smaller spheres (5.65 ml and less). Meanwhile, the deviation
was in the range of 0.6% and 2.7% for spheres 27.02 ml and
11.56 ml (Figure 4(a)). For SNR and VH, the same pattern of
results was shown in  Figure 4(b) and Figure 4(c) where the
percentage difference in the range of 0.2% to 5.5% was
recorded. For the three image quality, independent t-test
analysis indicates that all the three parameters did not
significantly differ between the two Tmin (p-value of
QH=0.774, SNR=0.780 and VH=0.915) (Table I).

DISCUSSION
Degradation of PET image quality is one of the issues with the
increment of the  body weight of the patients, due to higher
scattering and attenuation.1,2 One of the best methods proved
to produce a consistent image quality for overweight patients
was the quadratic dose protocol. Nevertheless,
implementation of the quadratic dose protocol suggested a
longer scanning time compares to the current 2.5 minutes
practices in IKN for the linear dose protocol. This finding has
been published, whereby 3.8 minutes scanning time was
proposed for the quadratic dose protocol.9 However, in this
study, the definition of Tmin at COV=15% resulted in
Tmin=4.19 minutes. The difference between this Tmin (4.19
minutes) and the Tmin presented in the previous study (3.8
minutes) most probably due to the experimental error. In this
study, we have improved the accuracy of the quantified data
by repeating the measurement and data analysis three times.

QH ×100
Ms
MB

R-1

-1

SNR= Ts-TB

SDB

VH=                x √ Nvoxel
Ms - MB

SDB

Tmin (minutes) N Mean (SD) Std. Error Mean F p-value
QH 2.9 6 0.562 (0.174) 0.710 0.087 0.774

3.8 6 0.570 (0.163) 0.664
SNR 2.9 6 33.665 (10.302) 4.206 0.082 0.780

3.8 6 33.583 (9.673) 3.949
VH 2.9 6 522.083 (460.435) 187.972 0.915 0.915

3.8 6 514.317 (443.876) 181.212

Note: Data for Tmin=2.9 minutes and Tmin=3.8 minutes were expressed as mean ± SD; No significant difference between Tmin and image quality parameters
was determined by independent t-test at 0.05 level of significance.

Table I: Association between the Tmin and image quality parameters
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Fig. 1: The VOI defined using PMOD software (a) in the liver of the patient reconstructed image (b) at the background area of the
phantom.

Fig. 2: Histogram of COVpatient measured on the WBS 18F-FDG PET/CT images of the patient.

Fig. 3: (a) Comparison between the Tmins obtained in this study and recommendation by EANM (2015). (b) Estimated 18F-FDG activity to
be administered based on COV=15% and COV=17.7% quadratic dose calculation.
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Fig. 4: Quantitative analysis of image quality for Tmin=2.9 minutes and Tmin=3.8 minutes. Error bar presented the percentage difference
between the two data (a) contrast recovery coefficient (QH) (b) signal to noise ratio (SNR) (c) visibility (VH).

This repetition can affirm the integrity of the data. To
optimize the Tmin for the WBS 18F-FDG PET/CT using the
quadratic dose protocol, we analyze the average COV of the
WBS 18F-FDG PET/CT images currently available in our PACs
system. These images which were currently accepted by the
physician for the analysis and diagnosis thus assumed to
meet the minimal requirement for the image diagnosis.
Based on the analysis, Tmin=2.9 minutes was defined, which
is 0.9 minutes or 23.68% ((0.9/3.8)x100) shorter than the Tmin

defined using COV=15%. This definition was made based on
the COV=17.7% measured on the WBS 18F-FDG PET/CT
images. The difference in the COV values was the reason for
the different Tmin defined. Higher COVpatient calculated on the
patient images leads to a lower Tmin as compared to the
COV=15% as recommended by the EARL. The advantage of
shorter Tmin was in a shorter total acquisition time. For
instance, the current WBS 18F-FDG PET/CT protocol at IKN for
a female patient was six bed positions. The total scanning
time for the six bed positions for COV=17.7% was 17.4
minutes. Meanwhile, for COV=15%, the total scanning time
was 22.8 minutes. The difference between these two COVs
was 5.4 minutes. The disadvantages of longer scanning time
were higher risk of movements of patients, inconvenience to
the patients, artifacts and also unable to increase maximum
daily scan of patients. 

Based on Equation 2 and Equation 3, the amount of activity
that will be administered to the patients was affected not only
by the’ body weight of the patients but also by the Tmin value.
Increasing the Tmin will increase the amount of activity to be
administered to the patients. The COV=17.7% of the minimal
requirement for the image diagnosis in IKN suggested a lower
amount of 18F-FDG activity plus a shorter Tmin as compare to
the COV=15% as recommended by EANM. Since IKN is
currently practicing higher COV than the recommended
value, the activity administered per patient was practically
reduced. For example, in Figure 3(b), for the patient with
body weight of 60 kg, it is confirmed that COV= 17.7% gives
less dose to the patient compared to COV=15% by 83 MBq. 

In this study, the concern was not solely on the amount of
activity administered to our patients but we are also
considered the results of the quality of the images obtained.
As stated before, the COV=17.7% practicing in IKN resulted in
shorter Tmin compares to the Tmin derived at COV=15% as
recommended by the EANM. The practicality of this Tmin was
confirmed by quantitative analysis of the images acquired
using the derived Tmin. Regarding the image analysis in this
study, the results show a small percentage difference of each
parameter for both Tmin=3.8 minutes and Tmin=2.9 minutes
even in the smallest 0.5 ml sphere. Nevertheless, a slightly
larger percentage deviation was recorded for the smaller
sphere as compared to the larger sphere.  
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CONCLUSION
Analysis of the average COV on the WBS 18F-FDG PET/CT
images resulted in a higher average COV as compared to the
recommendation by the EANM. An average COV of 17.7%
was calculated from the reconstructed WBS 18F-FDG PET/CT
images, compares to the COV=15% recommended by the
EANM. Interpolation of the Tmin at COV=17.7% gave Tmin

=2.9 minutes, shorter than the Tmin defined using EARL
recommendation. This shorter Tmin advantages in reducing
the total scanning time, lowered the 18F-FDG activity
administered to the patients which reduced the internal
exposure and radiation dose to the patients, and eventually
more comfort to the patienst.  No significant changes of QH,
SNR and VH were observed in the reconstructed PET/CT
images of 2.9 minutes and 3.8 minutes image acquisition
(p>0.05, respectively). Equivalent quality of images was
confirmed for the two Tmins. 
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